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Romans 8:17,18- Since we are his children, we
will possess the blessings he keeps for his people, and we will also
possess with Christ what God has kept for him; for if we share
Christ's suffering, we will also share his glory. I consider that what
we suffer at this present time cannot be compared at all with the
glory that is going to be revealed to us.
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Even people who didn’t like Jesus wanted to be around him.
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PRESENT PROBLEMS & PROMISED PRIZE
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Fight your way through suffering by leaning into GLORY.
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PERSPECTIVE
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2 Cor. 11:23 Are they Christ's servants? I sound like a madman—
but I am a better servant than they are! I have worked much harder, I have been in prison more times, I have been whipped much
more, and I have been near death more often.
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The way to make something BIG look smaller, is to look at something BIGGER.
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“Trials are a necessary means to a GLORIOUS end.”
Robert Gromacki
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“Reality is made up mostly of what we can not see.”
Eugene Peterson
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GLORY ULTIMATELY
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GLORY INCREMENTALLY
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Perspective eliminates despair

Perspective eliminates despair

2 Cor. 4:17 And this small and temporary trouble we suffer will
bring us a tremendous and eternal glory, much greater than the
trouble.
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Perspective is relative - It’s fluid, not fixed
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